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by Brandon Brown

Geography is a genre with long attestation in literate cultures. From Western antiquity’s first wandering
inquirer Herodotos to the chronicler of imperial Islam Ibn Battuta and his contemporary Marco Polo,
discursive writing has been deployed as a way of codifying alterity. I mean that such texts usually regiment a
sense of normativity and identification within a certain culture. Contemporary capitalism has its own version
of these investigative reports—the guidebook, which might currently be read most accurately as an index of
what and where to consume: dinner, handbags, pyramids.

As the texts and images that purport to represent these non-native topoi enter a traveler’s culture, they
establish a caché of fantasmatic information. Their narrative seductiveness vies with their stated intention to
edify the reader. And, yet, photographs of one’s travels have become a cliché image for the torturously
boring. Such banality bristles against the fact that travel remains a primary mode of transformation, assisted
by the saturated era of high-speed journeys (for our bodies) and Flickr tags (for our imaginary relations to
other places)—a reciprocal transformation that applies to travelers’ bodies, sure, but that also transforms the
places into which travelers enter via their native experiences, customs, and cash.

The irruptive simultaneity of this banality and transformative potential finds figural expression in Pablo
Guardiola’s Jet Travel, at Romer Young Gallery. Guardiola has taken off from the etymological ground of
the “tropaic”—Greek trepho or “to turn”—and literalized that movement in his framing of mostly
appropriated imagery of mostly “other places.” In A Note for the Future (2011), the landscape is doubled.
The city’s buildings meet the ground in the middle of the image. Below, another cityscape points toward the
bottom of the frame. The city is thus turned upside down, but preserved in mirrored and fugal relation to a
conventionally pictured and expected image of the skyline. The uncanny duplication of the monolithic
buildings recalls the map of Dante’s journey from inferno to paradise with its allegorical subterranean
geography and complementary realm above.

Turns mark nearly every work in the exhibition, including two large prints that are not appropriated, but
presumably have been taken by Guardiola himself. The needle of the compass in Signal (2011) is built to
“turn” with the holder, and yet what it “signals” is an objective relation of that subject to magnetic pull/poles.
In the astonishing print “What do you think about space and time travel?” “But I thought all travels were
done in time and space” (2011), Guardiola has performed a translation of spatial signifiers into temporal



signifiers. Isolated stylized emblems of urban domiciles are re-presented as the names of years from the
1900s and 2000s, recuperating their anonymity by depriving them of locative significance.

In Salitre (2011), a picture of a crowded and festive resort swimming pool is literally turned 180 degrees. The
pyramids 

A Note For The Future, 2011; C-print, 30 x 22.5 in. Courtesy of the Artist and Romer Young Gallery, San
Francisco.



“What do you think about space and time travel?” “But I thought all travels were done in time and space,”
2011; C-print, 30 x 20 in. Courtesy of the Artist and Romer Young Gallery, San Francisco.

in Sand.Castles. (2011) have been transformed by virtue of distance and scale from monuments to toys. I
wish to communicate with you, K/Kilo (2011) portrays a beach city of undoubtedly coveted high-rise condos;
the image is bisected so that the left side appears through an infrared yellow, and the right side through sky or
sea blue—as if the sunset itself is turned on its side, engulfing the city from that perverse vantage. In the
diptych Sea Is History. Giant Waves (2011), adjacent images show the lovely placidity of buildings next to
water on one hand, and on the other, the devastation that’s always an inherent potentiality in human
habitations built next to unstable and rapidly disastrous waters. Seeing these juxtaposed images just after the
massive loss of life effected by the tsunami waters in Japan provoked a perhaps unintended contingent drama
to the encounter.

To some extent, the photographs aspire to the ahistorical. That is, they recapitulate photography’s paradoxical
wager of establishing an enduring image of the quintessentially ephemeral: here, cities and landscapes of
other places. And yet the long tradition of geography as a genre is fundamental to Guardiola’s sense of what
and how these images provoke. The aluminum portfolio Marco Polo (2011) states this, asserting that Marco
Polo is the anti-Ulysses. Odyssey is a teleological journey in which every region is a mere obstacle to



Odysseus’ ultimate return to Ithaca; Marco Polo, on the other hand, continually moves from one place to
another, obsessively repeating an abdication of the home in favor of new experience.

Jet Travel seems allergic to even this post hoc didacticism of Polo’s descriptive discourse. You know how
Herodotos is always like, “The Parthians like to eat stewed turtles and their wives pick nuts and stir them into
the stew,” or whatever; scribe-travelers like Herodotos return home with a marvelous story to recount; they
try to instruct their fellows and sisters who might one day travel to such lands. But these texts also
traditionally instate the author as the heroic traveler. In this sense, Guardiola’s comparison of Polo to
Ulysses, even in the negative, is extraordinarily acute: his travels are epic.

Yet, in Jet Travel, the protagonist doesn’t appear and, even if she did, she wouldn’t have actually gone
anywhere. There is no impulse for a pedagogical geography beyond the insistence on perpetual turning: a
serial interrogation of this tradition’s never-objective mode of inquiry. However, there is a conventional
exhortation to viewers—an attention to renewal, detournement. Remember how Derrida describes the gallery
as a labyrinth that includes in itself its own exits? Guardiola’s labyrinth figures instead as the jet plane with
its LED emergency exits. The stability of imagery threatening to emblematize a whole place is highly
unstable; there is no telling what will emerge. The specter of the flâneur is one possible figure not cited here,
but extractable; the armed, insane colonist another. Viewers may embark on psychogeographical explorations
of their own. With fits and starts. Expect turbulence.

 

 

Jet Travel is on view at Romer Young Gallery, in San Francisco, through April 9, 2011.

© Art Practical 2011
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See what catches Sol LeWitt's
photographic eye
Kenneth Baker
03/26/11

 

The 2000 Sol LeWitt retrospective organized by the San

Francisco Museum of Modern Art gave us our last look

in depth at the artist's photographs. Now Fraenkel

presents some familiar and some never-before-exhibited examples of this sidelight to LeWitt's career as

sculptor and conceptual artist.

LeWitt (1928-2007) treated the camera as a tool for slicing the world and time, hence his interest in

photographer Eadweard Muybridge (1830-1904), subject of a retrospective presently at SFMOMA.

We see LeWitt's treatment of the camera in several pieces at Fraenkel, such as "Windows" (1980), a grid of

small exterior shots taken around the world. It forms a cursory, open-ended typology, indicative more of the

sort of thing that would catch LeWitt's eye than of a scope of possibilities.

In sculpture, wall drawings or works on paper, such as "All Three-Part Variations on Three Different Kinds

of Cubes" (1969), LeWitt sometimes tried to exhaust a set of possibilities. But he managed this in

photographs only when he could control their content completely, as in the 28-part "A Sphere Lit From the

Top, Four Sides, and All Their Combinations" (2004).

Several pieces such as "A Square of Chicago Without a Trapezoid" (1979) - a satellite view with a shape

excised - implicitly remake a cityscape, and hint at parody of the utopian project implicit in minimalist

aesthetics. They also treat the found photograph as an object whose form awaits dictation by its content.

Other works at Fraenkel sample photographic series that LeWitt devoted to markings on walls on

Manhattan's Lower East Side in 1979, and a "page" from his "Autobiography" (1980), the 1,100-photograph

survey of his living and work space.

Even the present small sample of "Autobiography" reflects LeWitt's insistent focus on externals, as if his

subjectivity could tell us nothing worth knowing or nothing truthful not already inscribed in his overt choices

about how to live, what to use, what to make and what to document.

LeWitt did not depersonalize all his pictures to the same extent as Mel Bochner, whose photos Fraenkel

surveyed last fall. Bochner commissioned others to use the camera on his behalf. But LeWitt limited the

expressiveness of his camera work to what we see in the series "Brick Wall" (1977). Describing sunlight

raking down a rough, windowless brick wall at various times of day, they evidence a fascination with the
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changing appearance of physical details that many viewers of LeWitt, the conceptual artist, probably think

he lacked.

Guardiola en route: San Franciscan conceptual artist Pablo Guardiola may not take cues directly from

LeWitt's work, but his enigmatic exhibition, titled "Jet Travel," at Romer Young, the gallery formerly known

as Ping Pong, falls within the lineage of LeWitt's photo pieces.

Despite rising global concern about "peak oil" and irreversible climate change induced by human activity,

local and national economies worldwide continue to bank on international travel and tourism. Guardiola

appears to seek some sort of reckoning with these contradictions.

Various pieces here recall LeWitt's handling of found photographs, particularly those in which LeWitt drew

lines systematically on the surface of a print, as if to take control of its information.

In "I Wish to Communicate With You, K/Kilo" (2011) and several smaller pieces he considers studies,

Guardiola overlaid found coastal cityscapes with color patterns derived from the nautical flag signals, which

correspond to the alphabet and have codified meanings, such as "am dragging anchor" and "on fire, keep

clear."

Guardiola evokes tourism as a ghost of colonialism and, faintly reminiscent of Thomas Pynchon, insinuates a

hidden code in a network of destinations.

A montage of San Francisco house numbers comes titled with a snippet of dialogue: " 'What do you think

about space and time travel?' 'But I thought all travels were done in time and space.' " (2011). It makes

explicit the element of time-travel fantasy implicit in the frictionless transports of photography and

associative memory.

Guardiola risks alienating viewers by the obscurity of his recent work. The visitor seeks relief in the

tangibility of the best sculptural piece on view, "Sea Glass Wall" (2011). A found, possibly pilfered, brick

caked with mortar and studded on top with sea glass - a material found often on beaches in Guardiola's

native Puerto Rico - "Sea Glass Wall" offers itself as a symbol of anxious inhospitality and as something to be

hurled from the barricades.

Pablo Guardiola: Jet Travel: Photographs and sculpture. Through April 9. Romer Young Gallery, 1240

22nd St., S.F. (415) 550-7483. www.romeryounggallery.com.

Sol LeWitt: Photographic Works, 1968-2004: Through April 30. Fraenkel Gallery, 49 Geary St., S.F.

(415) 981-2661. www.fraenkelgallery.com.

E-mail Kenneth Baker at kennethbaker@sfchronicle.com.

http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2011/03/26/DDE01IB1H0.DTL

This article appeared on page E - 1 of the San Francisco Chronicle
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Connecting enigmatic dots in S.F. art show
Kenneth Baker
Saturday, January 16, 2010

"You cannot put things in a box if there is no box" reads

part of a puzzling remark by Fernando Pessoa that

inspired San Francisco conceptual artist Pablo

Guardiola's recent work at Galeria de la Raza.

A few of Guardiola's photographs have inherent visual appeal, but most take on meaning only as a viewer

discovers connections among them and the other objects in the exhibition.

Sun, moon and Earth figure in - they converge metaphorically in an image of an illuminated lightbulb

partially filled with water. (How did he do that?) Various senses of emptiness, containment and transmission

also play a part in the show.

It includes a visibly empty "Black Box" (2009) that serves as counterpart to the proverbial "white cube" of

gallery space. But its title strikes tragic echoes of airline disasters' forensic aftermath.

One picture shows close up a "stress ball" in the form of planet Earth, with green continents in faint relief on

a ground of blue "ocean." A tiny sticker with the word "China" adheres to Africa. It might mean "Made in

China," it might mock popular ignorance of geography or even refer to China's aggressive new trade

initiatives on the continent.

In a different key, an untitled photograph shows two identical green glass bottles side by side on pavement in

bright sunlight, casting shimmering shadows. Alone, the picture reads as a figure for affinity or parity. But

that reading gets grimly, though comically, recast by an untitled piece in the backroom: a single green glass

bottle on a little shelf, containing the bits of its shattered mate.

Guardiola displays a rare and commendable confidence that visitors will take the trouble to connect the

enigmatic dots of his works' aspects. Paper dots, incidentally, do figure among the ingredients here.

Pablo Guardiola: Primero la Caja: Installation of photographs and objects. 1-7 p.m. Tues., noon-6 p.m.

Wed.-Sat. Through next Sat. Galeria de la Raza, 2857 24th St., S.F. (415) 826-8009.

www.galeriadelaraza.org.

E-mail Kenneth Baker at kennethbaker@sfchronicle.com.

http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2010/01/16/DDO11BH779.DTL

This article appeared on page E - 3 of the San Francisco Chronicle



Primero La Caja

PABLO GUARDIOLA

DEC 31 - DEC 31

by Christine Wong Yap

Thumbnail: Untitled, 2009; digital C-print, ed. 1/5; 20 x 30 in. Courtesy of Galería de la Raza, San Francisco.

In “Primero la Caja,” Pablo Guardiola presents a single installation comprised of 17 photographs and a series of
sculptures and objects. Its cornerstone is a quote by Fernando Pessoa: “There is no synthesis where there isn’t a
criteria for synthesis; for the same reason that you cannot put things in a box if there is no box.”

This text serves two functions: it indicates one of Guardiola’s thematic foils—the box—and brings our attention to the
paradoxical relationship between delimiting surfaces and their previously unbounded contents, thereby bringing
interpretation into question. How does one synthesize an exhibition? How is an artwork’s container and that which it

contains synthesized?

Guardiola’s flawless still-life photographs depict glass bottles and other mundane objects. A photograph of blank signs
underscores an authorial reticence. The artist places three boxes—composed of painted cardboard, sheet glass or
photos of newspapers—throughout the main gallery.

Printed vinyl forms a convincing trompe l’œil of silhouettes on backlit sheets of paper. The rear gallery, lined with
coarse plywood, houses an informal display of found objects. It seems disparate, but mimicry, mirroring, and
recurrence intimate coherence.

Untitled, 2009; Digital C-print, ed. 1/5, 20x 30 in. Courtesy of Galería de la Raza, San Francisco.
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“Primero la Caja,” 2009; installation view, Galería de la Raza, San Francisco.

Guardiola crafts a twofold engagement that parallels the container metaphor: the visual experience of surfaces and
forms, and the cognitive attempt to unearth the contained (narrative, the signified, or simply, cohesion). By leaving the
identities of art, materials and referents indeterminate, Guardiola demonstrates his interest is in the cognitive
processes by which we make sense of such images and objects.

For additional reading on the role of metaphors, please refer to Johnson, Mark and George Lakoff. Metaphors We Live By. Chicago

& London: University of Chicago Press (1978).

“Primero la Caja” is on view at Galería de la Raza in San Francisco through December 31, 2009.

Christine Wong Yap is an Oakland-based artist whose installations, sculptures, multiples and works on paper have
been exhibited widely in the San Francisco Bay Areaand in New York, Los Angeles, Manila, and the U.K. She holds a
BFA and MFA from the California College of the Arts.
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Where:
Galeria de la Raza, 2857 24th St.
(at Bryant), S.F.
Details:
Through Jan. 23. Free; 826-8009
or www.galeriadelaraza.org.
Subject(s):
Traci Vogel on "Primero la Caja": Pablo
Guardiola

From: Albany

Depart:
This Weekend

Return:
This Weekend

 

"Primero la Caja":
Pablo Guardiola
By Traci Vogel
published: December 16, 2009

The title of
Pablo
Guardiola's
solo show
translates to
"First the
Box," a richly
ambiguous
phrase that
echoes the artist's grand talent for allegory. Guardiola, who
was born in Puerto Rico and graduated from the San
Francisco Art Institute in 2005, manages to turn ordinary

objects into reverberating symbols in his photographs. A mass-produced toy ball painted like a
globe might be perfectly humdrum, were it not for the fact that the "China" sticker (as in "Made
in") appears to be stuck on the African continent. By framing this detail, Guardiola charges the
frame with political possibility. In another photo, a rusty loudspeaker rests half-buried in gravel
behind a chain-link fence. Does the image represent freedom from tyranny, or the loss of speech?
Guardiola's sculptural objects, which tread the same symbolic turf, tend to be less successful; his
wit lives best within the frame of a photograph, constrained and haikulike.

http://www.galeriadelaraza.org/
http://www.sfweekly.com/search/?keywords=Traci%20Vogel%20on
http://ad.doubleclick.net/click%3Bh%3Dv8/3a9a/f/91/%2a/t%3B234156470%3B0-0%3B0%3B58677815%3B4307-300/250%3B39499844/39517631/1%3B%3B%7Esscs%3D%3fhttp://ad.trafficmp.com/a/click?_-611797114104433*_3107*lWdd_99*KNU_115*LyD_3443735*Bde_3247**1xsj9rgo6g7gn___3533310**0_3805*GL_114**_-862839443http%3a%2f%2ftravelocity.lmdeals.com/?Service=TRAVELOCITY&WA1=03010&WA2=234156470&WA3=58677815&WA4=39499844&WA6=996491;
http://ad.doubleclick.net/click%3Bh%3Dv8/3a9a/f/91/%2a/t%3B234156470%3B0-0%3B0%3B58677815%3B4307-300/250%3B39499844/39517631/1%3B%3B%7Esscs%3D%3fhttp://ad.trafficmp.com/a/click?_-611797114104433*_3107*lWdd_99*KNU_115*LyD_3443735*Bde_3247**1xsj9rgo6g7gn___3533310**0_3805*GL_114**_-862839443http%3a%2f%2ftravelocity.lmdeals.com/?Service=TRAVELOCITY&WA1=03010&WA2=234156470&WA3=58677815&WA4=39499844&WA6=996491;
http://ad.doubleclick.net/click%3Bh%3Dv8/3a9a/f/91/%2a/t%3B234156470%3B0-0%3B0%3B58677815%3B4307-300/250%3B39499844/39517631/1%3B%3B%7Esscs%3D%3fhttp://ad.trafficmp.com/a/click?_-611797114104433*_3107*lWdd_99*KNU_115*LyD_3443735*Bde_3247**1xsj9rgo6g7gn___3533310**0_3805*GL_114**_-862839443http%3a%2f%2ftravelocity.lmdeals.com/?Service=TRAVELOCITY&WA1=03010&WA2=234156470&WA3=58677815&WA4=39499844&WA6=996491;
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Ins-doll-ation
By Hiya Swanhuyser Wednesday, Mar 18 2009

Installation art is often good art: Few rules have

been set for it. Not sculpture, not conceptual art,

not painting or drawing, but often dismantlable

into those elements, installation work seems to

allow young artists a freedom they don't have

with older artforms. At Pablo Guardiola and

Haden Nicholl's show, it's two men, one gallery,

and, according to the gallery's Web site, a

"tragicomedy." The drama draws heavily on

installation art's bratty little sister, the diorama.

We like! Strange arms, wrong camping

scenarios, and a huddle of brightly colored

things that look but don't act like balloons

inhabit these cardboard shadow-boxes.

Elsewhere, inflatables and machinery pose

patiently. 

March 25-April 18, 2009
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"Pablo Guardiola"
By admin
Created 01/30/2008 - 2:14am

Photographs that prove deceptive yet captivating

REVIEW Although, on entering Little Tree Gallery, it seems that Pablo Guardiola's show consists
of only seven photographs, that small collection forms the crux of a multidimensional
presentation. The images have slight subjects and document the finite and the ephemeral. In
Much More Than a Brand of Crackers, a Beer, a Malt Beverage and a Legendary Taino Leader
(2007), a bottle cap is captured after being flung onto an asphalt surface. It isn't until later, when
one has progressed through the slightly wavering line of neighboring photos, that the bottle cap
from that photograph reappears, wedged against a power outlet in the corner of the gallery. The
cap from a Malta Hatuey, as referenced in the title, bears multiple meanings, alluding not only to
one of the first indigenous national heroes of Cuba but also to the yeasty, fizzy drink from that
country. Similarly, in Untitled (2007), Guardiola makes the two-dimensional 3-D: the postcard
used to announce the exhibit is presented tacked to a coordinating blue lath surface.

These types of dualities continue throughout the show, both in the process of the artist's
production — captured in his photographs — and in his seemingly chance yet obviously staged
and sculptural documentations. In one image, a sign reading Estetica refers in Spanish to
beauticians while also making an indirect allusion to the theory of aesthetics. Another photo
shows what appears to be a simple grease stain on a paper bag. With closer inspection, it
resembles the silhouette of a world map.

The simplicity of form and composition — and the equally plain presentation — proves deceptive
yet captivating. As hinted at by the title of the single sculptural piece in the exhibit displayed
without a related photograph, Some Ideas Should Be Kept Warm (2007), Guardiola's work
reveals an immediate, minimal beauty even as the subtle complexity of each photograph leads to
further rumination.

PABLO GUARDIOLA Through Feb. 16. Wed.–Sat., noon–6 p.m.; and by appointment. Little
Tree Gallery, 3412 22nd St., SF. (415) 643-4929, www.littletreegallery.com [1]
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